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Kei has been having nightmares of creatures from another 
universe--and when he wakes up, he realizes he’s been sleep-

drawing them, too! And now he’s accidentally summoned one of 
these creatures--a monster that looks similar to Fin Fang Foom!

The creature wants to take Kei back to his home universe and use 
Kei as a conduit to bring other monsters through…their plan? 

Take over our universe! When Kei summoned his monsters to fight 
this creature, they were struck down.

How do you deal with an alternate-universe Fin Fang Foom? Well, 
summon the original Foom to do battle with this evil incarnation 

of himself!

Known to the world as Kid Kaiju, 
Kei Kawade has the Inhuman ability 
to summon and create monsters 
simply by drawing them. JOINED BY 
CREATURE-EXPERT Elsa Bloodstone, 
Kid Kaiju AND HIS TEAM protect the 
world from monsters gone bad.
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a mere 
matter of 

weeks.

that’s 
all 

that was 
afforded 

me.

I 
knew peace. 
happiness.

do you 
understand 

how rare--how 
temporary--that 
is for one such 

as myself?

I had 
a farm.

but now my 
crops will go 

untended.

they will 
wither…

the 
time of 
harvest 

drew 
nigh.

I was 
looking 

forward to 
tending my 

fields.

to 
growing 

something, 
rather than 
destroying 

it. 

the savage land.the savage land.



…all 
because I have 
been summoned 

to destroy 
this dogmeat 

impostor!

a lot of times, in my  favorite giant-

monster movies, the “hero” monster 

squares off against his evil twin.

usually, the evil twin 

is some sort of robot 

built by a mad scientist.

“mechani-goom 

conquers the world.”

“terror of 

mecha-gorgilla.”

“zzutak versus 

robo zzutak.”
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so, as fin fang foom clashes 

with the other fin fang foom…

…I can’t help but 

think that life really 

does imitate art.

only the other 

fin fang foom 
isn’t a robot. 

at least, I 

don’t think so.

and a mad 

scientist didn’t 

create him. 

nope.


